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Executive Summary
The Euro-Mediterranean Human Rights Monitor has recently recorded a remarkable increase in the number of women political prisoners and detainees in Egypt. The number
of female detainees is currently 64, while those under enforced disappearance are currently 5, and their place of detention remains unknown.
The Egyptian constitution and domestic legislation provide for many laws that prohibit arbitrary detention and protect women in particular against all forms of violence,
yet women in Egypt are facing violence, torture and other forms of ill-treatment in the
broader community in general as well as in prisons and detention centers in particular.
Egyptian women, especially those with political affiliations opposed to Egypt›s ruling
system, continue to be abused and harassed. Observing the situation of Egyptian women locked behind bars, Euro-Med’s team has uncovered some of the grave violations
against female detainees’ fundamental rights. These violations have been exercised outside the legal boundaries and against the binding regulations.
Euro-Med Monitor stresses that officials in detention centers and prisons are immune
to legal accountability, even with regards to the mistreatment of female prisoners, thus
allowing the perpetration of violations and abuses to continue unabated and with impunity.
The Euro-Mediterranean Human Rights Monitor wishes to stress the obligation
of the Egyptian authorities, in particular the Prisons Service, to abide by the
established legal principles and rules in this regard, which prohibit arbitrary detention, torture, enforced disappearance as well as cruel and inhumane treatment of prisoners.
The international community adopted an official day to eliminate violence
against women on 20 December 1993, and several laws were enacted in Egypt
to reduce violence against women, but the rules ignored the special needs of
women prisoners. In practical terms, the application of these rules on the ground
is far from happening. This requires the international community to take action
in liaison with the Egyptian authorities to end violence against women in prisons and detention centers and to stop arbitrary and systematic violations of
their rights as well as to ensure a fair compensation for those affected.
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Detainees’ general situation and how they are treated
Officials in Egyptian detentions centers and prisons do not take into account the sensitive status of women prisoners or their privacy. According to a 2013 report by the NCHR,
some prisons do not meet the minimum standards of human life and should be rebuilt.
Some other prisons can be repaired, and there is a need to build new prisons that meet
the minimum conditions for the treatment of prisoners, given the large population increase.1

In Egypt, there are five prisons dedicated for women across the
country. These are:
Al-Qanater Women’s Prison; it is the largest women-only prison covering
-

Greater Cairo and its eastern parts.
Damanhur Prison; it covers the Delta area from Alexandria, Mersa Matruh

-

and Beheira.

-

Minya Prison; it covers Upper Egypt.

-

Port Said Prison.

Tanta Prison.
The last two prisons are not large enough to accommodate cases where prisoners have
to serve long-term prison sentences. Also, prison cells do not contain bathrooms, forcing
female prisoners to pass water in buckets, which prisoners refer to as “bucket prison.”
Prisoners generally complain about the complicated family visits as parents have to go
for long distances to get the location of the prison. Overcrowding in these prisons is another problem, where the number of prisoners exceeds the capacity of the prison under
the Prisons Regulation, and are often more than double the supposed capacity.
Overcrowding, ill-treatment of prisoners and conditions of detention are inconsistent
with the 2010-issued United Nations Rules for the Treatment of Women Prisoners and
2

Non-custodial Measures for Women Offenders (known as the Bangkok Rules), the United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners (known as the Mandela Rules) as well as Egypt›s obligations as a party to the International Covenant on Civil
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and Political Rights.

The following are some of the violations suffered by female detainees in
Egyptian prisons:

1.

Security procedures and searches:

Physical searches are a very sensitive issue for all prisoners, especially women. Among
the security measures usually carried out by the authorities at the time of entry to prisons are searches of prisoners. Although the searches are usually carried out by female
officers, they are still carried out in a degrading manner without respecting the safety
and privacy of prisoners› bodies.
Euro-Med’s team has recorded many complaints from women detainees about the way
they were searched, and also from their parents during visits, where there appeared to
be intentional humiliation and degrading treatment such as deliberately touching parts
of the body when this could have been avoided had they used the electronic devices
specific to searches.

2.

Malnutrition:

The food system in Egypt’s prisons is very bad because it depends on certain types of
food given to detainees repetitively without paying attention to the nutrients of this
food or to the prisoners’ health. In addition, prisoners complain about the poor quality of
food and they poor way it is prepared in an unclean environment, and without meeting
the minimum standards of healthy food.
There were several cases where food was unclean, or was provided to prisoners in unclean containers, leading to the spread of diseases, including diarrhea and intestinal dysfunction, among women prisoners. Also, some cases of poisoning were recorded. Food
brought from home to prisoners during family visits was rejected.
Women prisoners do not have clean drinking water, since the water supplied to prisons
is not recycled and is not suitable for human consumption.
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3.

Physical and psychological healthcare:

Euro-Med Monitor received many complaints, which appear to be credible in terms of
compatibility and details, as well as their conformity with the testimonies provided to
the United Nations, on the prisons’ deliberate refusal to provide medical and therapeutic
services to prisoners.
There are several diseases in Egyptian prisons, such as tuberculosis, diabetes, heart failure, fever, rheumatism and others. Also, the drugs provided to prisoners are limited to
painkillers, according to testimonies. These drugs are given to all patients with different
diseases.
In most cases where patients are admitted to a hospital, they do not receive the required
care. Prisoners reported that the medication they had been given did not suit their condition and the diagnosis they were given. This may explain some of the deaths recorded
in prison as a result of medical negligence.
A statement by one of the women prisoners indicated that the prison contains only one
clinic and each prison had one general practitioner, tended to treat most cases
with painkillers only. «When the situation is difficult or requires special medical
intervention, it is referred to a specialist, who only comes to prison once every
three months. We suffer from the fact that the process of transporting injured
prisoners to hospitals requires complex and lengthy procedures. The patient prisoner is transferred only if his condition reached an increasingly difficult degree
to control.»

As is apparent, Egyptian prisons generally lack the provision of necessary medical care
for prisoners, which contravenes mandatory legal provisions requiring the medical care
and follow-up on all detainees in prisons on a regular basis every 15 days. Female prisoners have a special medical situation, especially pregnant women and their mothers,
and they should be provided with a specialist doctor for such cases and to offer the appropriate medicines.

7
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4.

Visiting restrictions:

Visits’ duration is limited to half an hour, provided that the number of visitors do not exceed 3 from the prisoners’ first-degree relatives.
There have been many cases where the prison administration has been obstinate with
prisoners, preventing them from entering certain foods or even medications that are
not even available at the prison clinic. Sometimes, families are not even allowed to visit
even though they have received permits issued by the Public Prosecution.

From a procedural point of view, prison administration appeared to deliberately
humiliate people, especially those who it denies family visits. According to testimonies provided to Euro-Med’s team, prison officials usually receive the permits from the parents in the morning and leave them to wait at the prison gate
until after 12:00 pm. They are ordered to leave and are prevented from visiting
their relatives after taking the Public Prosecution-issued permits from them.

Among those prisoners denied family visits were: Sumayya Maher and Ola al-Qaradawi.
All cases under investigation are denied until the investigation is completed. 5.
Safety (violence/torture):
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5.

Safety (violence/torture):

A number of women and girls - particularly political prisoners - were subjected to physical violence and verbal abuse in contravention of the executive regulations and the rule
of law. Attacks by prison guards or other prisoners - particularly criminals - are not prevented by the prison administration. A number of women prisoners have been subjected to disciplinary punishment for long periods of solitary confinement.
The incarceration of women prisoners on the basis of political attitude with along criminal prisoners sometimes poses a danger to their life, especially in cases where women
prisoners have been attacked by criminal prisoners. In some cases, this appears deliberate and represents a form of harassment of female political prisoners on the part of the
prison administration.

Examples: Women subjected to violence in detention:
1. Alia Awwad, the prisoner exhausted by ill-treatment and lack of healthcare:
Alia Nasr Eddine Awwad, 31, a journalist from Cairo, was
arrested twice:
The first time was on 13 September 2014. She was then
in enforced disappearance for more than 20 days, until 3
October 2014. During this period, she was unable to communicate with her family or lawyer, and was denied family
visits throughout the period of her detention.
Awwad was arrested for the second time on 23 October 2017, from inside the courtroom
of a Cairo court, where she was taking photos of a trial session. She was arrested in the
courtroom, and remained in enforced disappearance for 5 days.
On 28 October 2017, Awwad appeared in the Helwan police station where she was held
until she was transferred to al-Qanater prison on 29 January 2018, almost three months
after her arrest. There, she was transferred to a criminal trial on numerous charges, in

9
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case No. 4459 of the year 2015. The crimes of «Helwan» are known in media as «Helwan
Brigades.»
One of the most prominent accusations against her was that she promoted ideas that
incite hatred for the regime and that she joined a terrorist group that was founded contrary to the provisions of the law and the constitution in order to disrupt state institutions.
Testimonies from previous detainees ensure that Aliaa was subjected to severe torture
and ill-treatment at the place of detention. After being tortured and beaten by sticks
and kicking, she was forced to confess to a crime she did not commit. She is currently
suffering from the effects of torture and she is in a critical psychological state.
In one of her letters before she was transferred to al-Qanater prison, Awwad said, “Is
Egypt aware that I am the only girl in this case? Or Does Egypt know that I love it so
much and I will never leave it? Does Egypt know that can’t bear anymore?»

Alia’s letter from the prison at Helwan police station
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In Al-Qanater Prison, Awwad was diagnosed with a benign tumor in the uterus
and required urgent medical surgery before it turned to a malignant tumor,
which then can spread throughout her body and threaten her life. However,
the administration of al-Qanater prison refused to respond to her repeated
requests for surgery. As a result, Alia suffered severe bleeding and anemia,
causing frequent blood transfusions and requiring an urgent surgery. She lost
more than half of her weight, and couldn’t stand on her feet to the extent that
she relies on blood units to stay alive.
Only then, the administration of Al Qanater Hospital responded to Alia›s pain,
but decided to completely eradicate her uterus and refused to transfer her to
treatment in an outpatient hospital, even at her own expense.
In one of her trial sessions, Awwad cried to the judge and begged him not to
allow them to remove her uterus. She said, crying: “They want to remove my
uterus, and I am still not married, I just want the tumor gone, not my uterus.”

After prolonged legal and juridical pressures, the operation had been performed for her
without hysterectomy, but she still suffers from medical negligence and she lacks of the
necessary care after the operation.

2. Amal Fathi, jailed for speaking up against harassment:
On 9 May 2018, Amal Fathi, a human rights activist, posted
a video on her Facebook page, criticizing the prevalence
of sexual harassment in Egypt and what she called governmental neglect in dealing with this phenomenon. She
also pointed to the deterioration of the human rights situation in Egypt in general.

11
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Amal’s video, however, sparked a wave of deliberate attacks by pro-governmental media and websites. Threats and accusations of insulting Egypt›s reputation have started
to heap upon her. They said she is an activist in the April 6 Youth Movement and a wife
of Mohammed Lutfi, a former Amnesty International researcher and current director of
Egyptian Commission for Rights and Freedoms.
As a result, only two days after the video was released, which did not include any kind of
incitement, Amal was surprised by Egyptian police forces raiding her house in Cairo. She,
her husband and their only 3-year-old child were arrested and taken them to al-Ma’adi
police station to be prosecuted in two separate cases: case no. 621 of 2018, where she is
accused of joining a group established contrary to the provisions of the law and publishing false news, and case is No. 1997 of 2018, in which she faces charges of publishing false
news in an indecent video.
She was sentenced by the Court of Appeal against Misdemeanors in the final case to
two years› imprisonment with effect. The court formally accepted the appeal of Amal’s
imprisonment, issued on 29 September, while the case was upheld after al-Ma’adi Misdemeanor Court, Amal was sentenced to two years› imprisonment and a fine of 10,000
Egyptian pounds ($560) and a bail of 20,000 Egyptian pounds suspended until the appeal decision.
Mohamed Lutfi, Amal›s husband, described the judgment as unfair. Amnesty International described the sentence in a statement as disgraceful, simply because she bravely
spoke out against sexual harassment. The verdict is unjust, because those harassed are
imprisoned while perpetrators of such abuse remain free.

3. Sarah Abdallah, threatened with rape if she doesn’t confess:
Sarah Abdullah, a 30-year-old doctor, was arrested on 17 September 2015 with her sister
and father after being charged in the case known in the media as the bombing of the
Niger embassy.
Sarah was arrested at the gates of Alexandria Governorate from her father’s car and was
subjected to torture at the State Security headquarters. She was electrocuted and still
suffers the effects of torture until today. Sarah was also threatened with rape if she did
not recognize the crimes she did not commit.
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After 12 days of continuous torture, Sarah appeared before the State Security Prosecution in case No. 635 of 2015. The case was referred to the Military Prosecution on 31 October 2015, where Sarah was sentenced to death, commuted to a life sentence.

4. Ola al-Qaradawi, whose crime is being the daughter of Yousef
al-Qaradawi:
Ola Yousef al-Qaradawi, the mother of 3 children and
a grandmother, and her husband were arrested on 30
June 2017.
She was presented to the State Security Prosecution on
2 July 2017, in case No. 316 of 2017, where the prosecution
charged her with belonging to and funding a banned
group

Since her arrest, al-Qaradawi has been detained in solitary confinement in al-Qanater
prison. She has been denied family visits since the first day of her arrest, more than a year
and a half ago, and without any reason or justification. She has been on a hunger strike
protesting her solitary confinement and her deprivation of her right to family visits.
The United Nations Office for Human Rights called on the Egyptian authorities to “unconditionally release” Ola al-Qaradawi. Liz Throssell, a spokeswoman for the UN Office,
indicated that Ola al-Qaradawi started a hunger strike in protest of her arbitrary detention. “We understand that Ola al-Qaradawi’s health is frail and deteriorating and urge
the authorities to ensure that her right to health and to physical and psychological integrity is respected”, the statement further read.
The Working Group on Arbitrary Detention (OHCHR) concluded that “Ola Al-Qaradawi
and her husband had been arrested and detained because of their family ties to Sheikh
Yusuf Al-Qaradawi,” who is known as the spiritual leader of the Muslim Brotherhood.
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5. Sumayya Maher, the victim of enforced disappearance since Oct.
2017:
Accompanied by a security force, the security services
stormed the house of Maher Hezzema, a former member of the Egyptian Shura Council from the Beheira
Governorate, who was detained on background of case
No. 233 of 2014 in Alexandria. He was sentenced to 15
years imprisonment, on Tuesday 17 October 2017, also
arresting his wife and daughter, 25, from their house in
Damanhur, Beheira Governorate.

The next day, Sumayya and her mother were interrogated at the Supreme State Security
Prosecution Office in New Cairo, in case No. 955 of 2017 without the presence or knowledge of their lawyer.
Her mother was released from the Prosecution Service on Wednesday 18, October 2017.
Sumayya first appeared before the Supreme State Security Prosecution during the investigation after 67 days of enforced disappearance, with her detention center remaining unknown.
Her husband, Hussam Ahmed Harun, filed a lawsuit No. 4618 with the State Council
against the Minister of the Interior to compel him to disclose the place where his wife is
detained.
Ten months after the arrest of Sumayya, she appeared in al-Qanater women›s prison.
However, her family has not been able to visit her since her arrest on 17 October 2017
until today. On 6 January 2018, Sumayya›s defense lawyer filed a request to the Public
Prosecutor›s Office to only allow her mother to see her, but the request was rejected.
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Legal view of arbitrary detention and violence against Egyptian
women:
Arbitrary arrests, enforced disappearances, torture and violence against women are prohibited and are considered criminal acts under international human rights law. Egypt›s
various laws also prohibit violence against women in all its forms. However, the situation
in the prisons conveys a shocking image where these rules are ignored, violated and
utterly disregarded.

The position of the Egyptian Constitution:
The provisions of the Egyptian Constitution issued in 2014 contain many rules that contradict the violations and abuses recorded in this report, in particular the stipulations of
Part III of the Egyptian Constitution. Among these texts:

Article (51)

Dignity is the right of every human being and may not
be violated. The State shall respect and protect human
dignity.

Article (52)

Article (53)

All forms of torture are a crime with no statute of
limitations.

Citizens are equal before the law, possess equal rights
and public duties, and may not be discriminated
against on the basis of religion, belief, sex, origin, race,
color, language, disability, social class, political or
geographical affiliation, or for any other reason.
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Article (54)

Personal freedom is a natural right, shall be protected
and may not be infringed upon. Except for the case of
being caught in flagrante delicto, it is not permissible to
arrest, search, detain, or restrict the freedom of anyone
in any way except by virtue of a reasoned judicial order
that was required in the context of an investigation.
Every person whose freedom is restricted shall be
immediately notified of the reasons therefore; shall
be informed of his/her rights in writing; shall be
immediately enabled to contact his/her relatives and
lawyer; and shall be brought before the investigation
authority within twenty four (24) hours as of the time of
restricting his/her freedom.
Investigation may not start with the person unless his/
her lawyer is present. A lawyer shall be seconded for
persons who do not have one. Necessary assistance
shall be rendered to people with disability according to
procedures prescribed by Law.

Every person who is either arrested, detained, or his
Article (55)

freedom is restricted shall be treated in a manner that
maintains his dignity. He/she may not be tortured,
intimidated, coerced, or physically or morally harmed;
and may not be seized or detained except in places
designated for that purpose, which shall be adequate
on human and health levels. The State shall cater for
the needs of people with disability.
Violating any of the aforementioned is a crime punished
by Law. An accused has the right to remain silent. Every
statement proved to be made by a detainee under
any of the foregoing actions, or threat thereof, shall be
disregarded and not be relied upon.
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Article (56)

A prison is a place of correction and rehabilitation.
Prisons and places of detention shall be subject to
judiciary supervision, where actions inconsistent with
human dignity or which endanger human health shall
be prohibited. The Law shall regulate the provisions
of reform and rehabilitation of convicted persons and
facilitating decent lives after their release.

The position of the Egyptian law on the treatment of women
prisoners:
The Egyptian legislator does not pay attention to the organization of prisons or the in3

ternal regulations on the needs of women prisoners, save some minor issues related to
the treatment of pregnant women prisoners. Some points that can be recorded in this
regard are the following:
1. Egyptian laws do not take into account the special needs of women prisoners in the
rules governing the status of prisons, as the rules set for prisons are the same for men
and women, neglecting the physical difference and natural needs of both. For example,
the Prisons Act and the Rules of Procedure do not require the presence of female guards
in all places of detention for women. Therefore, women held in central prisons from
police stations and detention centers attached to police stations are guarded by male
guards, rather than female guards.
2. As an exception, article 19 of the Prisons Act (1956) and its amendment in 2009 regards
that pregnant women should receive a medical treatment in terms of food, employment and sleep until their baby is born and has reached 40 days of age. It also stipulates
that the mother and her child must be provided with adequate health care, adequate
food and clothing, and that pregnant women or mothers should not be deprived of food
for any reason.
Despite the provision of this article on the treatment of pregnant women with special
treatment, the Minister of the Interior›s decision No. 468 of 2017 on the treatment of prisoners dictates that the special treatment in term food for pregnant women prisoners
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starts from the third month of pregnancy, in violation of the text of the law.
3. On the other hand, Egyptian law did not stipulate that there should be appropriate
and appropriate places to care for the health of pregnant women. There are no doctors
specialized in pregnancy and childbirth in the Egyptian women›s prisons, and «the law
omits the necessary measures to complete the process of delivery in a hospital outside
the prison.»
4. Even though the law gave the pregnant female prisoners a special status, it did not
give the same status to the pregnant female remand prisoners.
5. Egyptian law still allows the use of harsh restraints with pregnant women prisoners
such as handcuffs, which is prohibited by international standards. Article 33 of the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, adopted by the United Nations,
states that «Instruments of restraint, such as handcuffs, chains, irons and strait-jackets,
shall never be applied as a punishment. Furthermore, chains or irons shall not be used
as restraints.»
6. In addition, Egyptian legislation does not prohibit pre-trial detention of pregnant
women, and there are no rules to try all other punitive or precautionary measures before
placing pregnant women and mothers in prisons, making detention in these cases the
last and narrowest choice.

Position of international law:
There are many legal provisions that bind the Egyptian authorities with regard to
treatment of prisoners, which the authorities have seriously and repeatedly violated,
including:
Article (5) of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights stipulates that: “No one shall be subjected to
torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
Prohibition of
Torture

punishment.”
Paragraph (2) of Article (2) of the Convention against
Torture states that: “No exceptional circumstances
whatsoever, whether a state of war or a threat of
war, internal political instability or any other public
emergency, may be invoked as a justification of torture.”
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Paragraphs 1 and 2 of the International Convention for
the Protection of Persons from Enforced Disappearance
stipulate that: 1. No one shall be subjected to enforced
disappearance.

Prohibition
of Enforced
Disappearance

2. No exceptional circumstances whatsoever, whether a
state of war or a threat of war, internal political instability
or any other public emergency, may be invoked as a
justification for enforced disappearance.
Article 5 of the same convention states that: The
widespread

or

systematic

practice

of

enforced

disappearance constitutes a crime against humanity as
defined in applicable international law and shall attract
the consequences provided for under such applicable
international law.

Paragraph 1 of Rule 2 of the Bangkok Rules states that:
Adequate attention shall be paid to the admission
procedures for women and children, due to their
particular vulnerability at this time. Newly arrived
Contacting
Relatives

women prisoners shall be provided with facilities
to contact their relatives; access to legal advice;
information about prison rules and regulations, the
prison regime and where to seek help when in need
in a language that they understand; and, in the case of
foreign nationals, access to consular representatives as
well.
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Suspending
detention for the
benefit of the
child

Paragraph 2 of Rule 2 of the same Rules states that:
Prior to or on admission, women with caretaking
responsibilities for children shall be permitted to
make arrangements for those children, including the
possibility of a reasonable suspension of detention,
taking into account the best interests of the children.
Article 20 of the UN Standard Minimum Rules for the
Treatment of Prisoners stipulates that: (1) Every prisoner

Providing clean

shall be provided by the administration at the usual

food and water

hours with food of nutritional value adequate for health
and strength, of wholesome quality and well prepared
and served. (2) Drinking water shall be available to every
prisoner whenever he needs it.

Article 23 of the same Rules states that: (1) In women›s
institutions there shall be special accommodation
for all necessary pre-natal and post-natal care and
treatment. Arrangements shall be made wherever
practicable for children to be born in a hospital outside
the institution. If a child is born in prison, this fact shall
Health

not be mentioned in
the birth certificate.
Article 25 provides that: (1) The medical officer shall
have the care of the physical and mental health of the
prisoners and
should daily see all sick prisoners, all who complain
of illness, and any prisoner to whom his attention is
specially directed.
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Statistics of arbitrary detention in Egypt’s prisons
1. General statistics on violations against women during the last five years: (2018-2014):
Type of Violation

Numbers

Still in detention until now

64

Still under enforced disappearance

5

Undergoing military trials

26

Undergoing civil trials

285

Total (Military and Civil) Sentences

1,253 years

Cases of medical negligence

8

Confiscation of money

93

Enlisting under terrorism list

93

Other violations (holdings during visits - assaults)

354

2. Cases of enforced disappearance that have not yet appeared:
No.

Name

Status

1

Abir Najid Abdallah

Forcibly
disappearing

2

Nada Adel Farnissa

Forcibly
disappearing

3

Maryam Refa’i Srour and her 3 children

Forcibly
disappearing

4

Nisreen Abdallah Sliman

Forcibly
disappearing

5

Hanan Abdallah Ali

Forcibly
disappearing
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3. A list of the cases of women in arbitrary detention until present
No.

Name

Status

1

Samya Shanan

Life sentence

2

Israa Khaled

18 years in prison

3

Shaymaa Ahmed Sa’d

5 years in prison

4

Sarah Abdallah

Life sentence

5

Basma Ref’at

15 years in prison

6

Fawziya Dsouki

10 years in prison

7

Fatma Ali Jaber

15 years in prison

8

Yasmin Nadi

3 years in prison

9

Amal Saber

3 years in prison

10

Ola Hussein

Life sentence

11

Enas Ibrahim Yassir

2 years in prison

12

Amal Fathi

2 years in prison

13

Sarah Mohamed Ramadan

3 years in prison

14

Israa Farahat

3 years in prison

15

Fatma Turk

3 years in prison

16

Maryam Turk

3 years in prison

17

Aya Omar

3 years in prison

18

Farma Ayad

3 years in prison

19

Kholoud al-Falahji

3 years in prison

20

Habiba Hassan

3 years in prison

21

Safaa Ali

2 years in prison

22

Amal Majdi

2 years in prison

23

Heba Abu Eisa

2 years in prison
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24

Ghada Abdel-Aziz

On military trial

25

Alia Awwad

On trial

26

Hanan Ahmed Taha

On trial

27

Amal Abdel-Fattah

On trial

28

Shirin Said Bikheit

Interrogation

29

Rabab Abdel-Mohsen

Interrogation

30

Rabab Ismail

Interrogation

31

Hanan Badr-Eddin

Interrogation

32

Mona Salem

Interrogation

33

Ola Yousef al-Qaradawi

Interrogation

34

Rasha Imam Badawi

Interrogation

35

Asamaa Zidan

Interrogation

36

Sumayya Maher Hezzeima

Interrogation

37

Marwa Madbouli

Interrogation

38

Mona Mahmoud Abdel-Jawwad

Interrogation

39

Shorouq Amjad Ahmed

Interrogation

40

Riman Mohamed al-Hassani Hassan

Interrogation

41

Abir Helmi Atiyya al-Shaf’i

Interrogation

42

Manal Yamani

Interrogation

43

Zeinab Ramadan Atta

Interrogation

44

Susan Mahmoud Saleh

Interrogation

45

Shaymaa Mohamed Mohamed Ouais

Interrogation

46

Sumayya Ahmed Thabet

Interrogation

47

Maha Mohamed Othman Ali

Interrogation
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48

Sabrin Sayyed Ali 4

Interrogation

49

Sumayya Nasef

Interrogation

50

Afaf Abdel-Sattar

Interrogation

51

Mona Salama Ayyash

Interrogation

52

Hala Hammouda Ahmed Faraj

Interrogation

53

Radwa Abdel-Halim Sayyed Aamir

Interrogation

54

Noha Ahmed Abdel-Mo’men

Interrogation

55

Manal Abdel-Hamid

Interrogation

56

Nirmeen Hussein

Interrogation

57

Najlaa Mukhtar Younis

Interrogation

58

Rabab Ibrahim Mohamed

Interrogation

59

Na’ima Abdel-Wahhab Morsi

Interrogation

60

Aisha Khayrat al-Shatir

Interrogation

61

Huda Abdel-Men’im

Interrogation

62

Roba Abdallah Hassan Ali

Interrogation

63

Alaa Ibrahim Haroun 5

Interrogation

64

Mona Mahmoud Ibrahim

Interrogation
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Recommendations
In accordance with their international obligations, the Egyptian authorities must abide
by human rights standards in all executive, legislative and judicial procedures related
to the arbitrary detention of women, their fair trial or the conditions of their detention,
which requires the Egyptian authorities to:

Stop all practices of political violence and practices against women in Egypt,
including arbitrary arrest and enforced disappearance.
Immediately release women detained or for political reasons or on background
related to opinion and expression, including compensation.
Stop violations against women detainees, and allow them family visits.
Amend the legislative system concerning women to help protect them and eliminate
all forms of violence or abuse against them, including the Prison Regulations and
the Penal Code.
Establish strict rules to monitor the executive application of the required legislation
system and activate the principle of accountability and prosecution for those who
violate binding legal rules.

The International Community, especially the Special Rapporteur on torture, the
Committee against Torture, the Special Rapporteur on the rights of women, the Working
Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances, the International Criminal Court,
are all urged to better monitor the situation in Egypt. They are also strongly urged to
document violations, and to pressure the Egyptian authorities to end them once and for
all, and to bring those responsible to justice.
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